Senior Business Analyst
If you have experience in finance, accounting or agribusiness and have background knowledge of farming, this might
be the perfect position for you. This is a position with big opportunities for growth and development in a rapidly
growing company.
Input Capital Corp. is an innovator on the western Canadian agriculture scene. We’re about six years old, have raised
over $100 million from investors and are the 5th largest public company in Saskatchewan. We’re based in Regina,
and are listed on the TSX Venture Exchange under the symbol INP.
Key responsibilities include:
 Manage and support the due diligence process for streaming contract acquisitions and mortgage stream
underwriting
 Gather and assemble financial information from prospective clients, including balance sheet, credit
performance and security value analysis
 Prepare investment proposals for management and Investment Committee
 Monitor and make projections on key metrics within the streaming portfolio such as deployment, security
positions, and financial ratios
 Design and facilitate effective and smooth contract restructuring and buyouts for clients
 Assess, evaluate and recommend product features and improvements to Investment Committee
 Conduct financial research, assemble and present findings
 Monitor and report on trends, capital and agricultural markets
Preference will be given to an individual who possesses:
 Previous experience with agriculture venture capital, private equity, or mortgage lending and underwriting
is ideal, but similar experience in any sector is also suitable
 An undergraduate degree in finance, accounting, agribusiness, or a relevant area
 Enrollment in or successful completion of the CFA designation would be an asset
 A farming background in western Canada would be helpful, but is not a requirement
 Two to five years’ experience in a corporate environment
 Solid Excel skills with working knowledge of the rest of the MS-Office suite
 Strong attention to detail with demonstrated organizational and analytical skills
 Excellent communication, interpersonal and problem solving skills
 The ability to work independently using sound judgment and initiative; and
 Cooperative talent, motivation and willingness to experience a fast-paced environment.
Attitude
 As part of a small team, you’re the kind of person who is willing to jump in as necessary to get things done
 You need to be flexible and adaptable, and willing to work longer hours when the need arises
 You should enjoy your work and have a good sense of humour
Compensation
 Competitive salary + benefits
 Annual bonuses
 Stock option plan
Please submit your cv/resume via email to brad@inputcapital.com as soon as possible.

